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1. BACKGROUND 

 
 
The goal of WP5 is to ensure the availability of the multimedia data and metadata and 
to provide a framework for the data management and workflow. This includes the 
processing, cross-linking and enrichment of data that results from the analysis 
processes. 
 

In this deliverable, we report on the design and implementation of the components for 
semantic enrichment of the named entities that have been extracted by the entity 
linking component developed in the context of WP4. The additional metadata provided 
by the semantic enrichment components enhances functionality and recommendations 
in the demonstrators developed in WP6.  
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2. INTRODUCTION 

 
 
The semantic enrichment presented in this deliverable aims to extend the 
representation of, and the background knowledge about, the entities that are related 
to the news articles and videos in the EUMSSI repository. Note: In this document we 
will use the term “entity” as a synonym for “named entity”. 
 
Document enrichment is a fundamental technique for improving the quality of several 
text analysis tasks, including Web search. While traditional techniques treat documents 
as collections of keywords, many NLP systems are shifting toward understanding 
documents in terms of entities. In this deliverable, we revisit the task of entity 
salience: assigning a relevance/importance score/weight to each entity in a document 
[8]. 
 
In this deliverable, we present a mechanism that helps algorithms as well as end-users 
to understand more about the entities. Cross-language linking allows users to read 
background information on a person, location or event in their native language. 
Weights on global authority, distinctiveness and public attractiveness are helpful for 
identifying the most important words and phrases in Web documents. This can be used 
for optimizing information retrieval and summarization methods, or for optimized 
selection or ranking of relevant entities to be displayed or suggested.  
 
Specifically, we present the implementation of how we integrate the semantic 
enrichment component in Section 3. We explain in detail the cross language strategy, 
and three different entity weighting methods in Section 4. We also present and discuss 
the different entity relatedness methods that we conducted in Section 5. We elaborate 
on the connections with the applications in Section 6 and conclude the deliverable in 
Section 7. 
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3. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

 

In this Section, we describe the implementation of our Entity Enrichment component 
that is plugged into the EUMSSI pipeline.  
 
The entities linked to DBpedia that are processed and extracted by the text analysis 
pipeline are stored in MongoDB. The entities that interest us are categorized into three 
different types:  
 

1. Location (can be further categorised into Country or City) 
2. Organization 
3. Person 

 
The entities are also available in four different languages, i.e., English, German, French 
and Spanish. 
 

For adding new, enriched metadata to the EUMSSI videos and articles, we 

implemented a component called Enrichment Annotator. This component is built on top 

of the UIMA platform and consists of smaller components, i.e., the CrossLangAnnotator 

(which performs cross-language enrichment) and the SemanticWeightAnnotators 

(which perform three different semantic weighting enrichments). The detailed roles of 

the annotators will be explained in the Section 4. 

 

Figure 1 illustrates how the enrichment component works in the EUMSSI UIMA 

pipeline. We use the CAS Reader to read the DBPedia entities out of MongoDB, process 

them with our Enrichment Annotators and return the enriched information to the CAS, 

in order to be written into MongoDB using the CAS Writer. 
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Figure 1: UIMA pipeline of Semantic Enrichment 

 

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of a document‟s extracted DBPedia entities that are 

stored in MongoDB. The entities are stored in the field 

meta.extracted.text_nerl.dbpedia and are divided in 5 categories: location (for all non 

countries), country, organization, person (not in the Figure) and other. The all category 

combines all the DBPedia entities. 

 

 
Figure 2: DBPedia entities stored in MongoDB 
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The enriched metadata is stored in the following format: 

- Additional field: meta.extracted.text_nerl.dbpedia.enrich. 

- E.g., “meta” : { “extracted”  : { “text_nerl” : { “dbpedia” :{ “enrich” : { “Angela 

Merkel” : { 

                                           “tf-idf” : “0.5”, 

                                           “authority” : “0.6”, 

                                           “pageview” : “200” },},},},},}. 

 

 

Note that the code for the cross languages mechanism is in the GitHub repository:  

https://github.com/EUMSSI/crosslangAnnotator., and that the code for the entity 

weighting is in the GitHub repository: https://github.com/EUMSSI/EntityEnrichment  

https://github.com/EUMSSI/crosslangAnnotator
https://github.com/EUMSSI/EntityEnrichment
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4. METHODOLOGY 

 
 
In this chapter, we present in detail the different semantic enrichment mechanisms. In 

Section 4.1, we describe the cross-language enrichment. In Section 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, 

we explain three different entity weighting methods: Entity-based TF-IDF, Centrality 

and Popularity. 

4.1 Cross-Language Enrichment 

On Wikipedia, there are often differences in perspective and granularity between the 
articles on a particular entity (person, place, event) in the different languages. For 
example, persons that are mainly popular in their home country, usually have a far 
more extensive Wikipedia page (and, correspondingly, more elaborate metadata in 
DBPedia) in the country‟s local language. For this reason, cross-language links within 
Wikipedia are often exploited to extend the knowledge of Wikipedia entities for a 
better understanding of the entity. 
 

The goal of the cross-language enrichment is to contextualize the target entity with the 

localized names and links to the localized DBPedia pages for different languages. For 

example, Berlin is called 베를린 in Korean, Berlijn in Dutch and Berlim in Portuguese. 

This helps enriching the understanding of the entities through language perspectives. 

 

The cross-language enrichment mechanism is leveraged by the DBPedia SPARQL 

Endpoint1 for querying the DBPedia dataset (there are 125 languages available in 

DBPedia2). The core mechanism makes use of the owl:sameAs predicate of the subject 

entity in order to extract the object. We go to the corresponding language page of 

DBPedia for the entity, get the tuples with owl:sameAs predicate and extract the URI 

of the Object in the tuples, in order to extract the local name of the entity.  

 

The different URIs that can be extracted from the entity Berlin in the English DBPedia 

(http://dbpedia.org/page/Berlin) are shown in Figure 3. Using these URIs, we can 

navigate to 13 other different languages. 

                                           
1
 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/OnlineAccess#1.1 Public SPARQL Endpoint 

2
 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/about 

http://dbpedia.org/page/Berlin
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Figure 3: screenshot of the owl:sameAs predicate, captured from: 

http://dbpedia.org/page/Berlin 

 

We see, however, that in this list several languages and corresponding pages that do 

exist - like Esperanto3 - are missing. Theoretically, these missing links can be captured 

by navigating to, for example, the Italian page of Berlin 

(http://it.dbpedia.org/resource/Berlino/html). However, it turns out that a large portion 

of the languages that are linked to from other language pages are often dead or not 

working and to this point, not worth to make an HTTP request to DBPedia Spotlight 

service (that is often unstable handling too many requests in a short period)4. Thus, to 

keep the stability of the component in the running pipeline, in this version we only 

exploit the four languages relevant to the EUMSSI project, namely English, German, 

French and Spanish.  Moreover, those DBPedia language versions also happen to be 

some of the most extensive and reliable versions, plus they have a good cross-

language coverage. 

                                           
3
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esperanto 

4
 We use DBPedia Spotlight for querying DBPedia: http://dbpedia.org/sparql 

http://dbpedia.org/page/Berlin
http://it.dbpedia.org/resource/Berlino/html
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4.2 Entity Weighting: Entity-based TF-IDF 

Entity-based TF-IDF is a measure for an entity‟s importance/salience in the document 

or context in the corpus, based on how frequent the entity appears in the specific 

document, compared to the frequency of appearance in the whole corpus.  The Entity-

based TF-IDF is a variation on the traditional TF-IDF weighting [17]. TF-IDF is a 

popular weighting factor in Information Retrieval in measuring how important a word is 

in a document, compared to the whole collection.  TF-IDF is calculated as the product 

of the text frequency (TF) and the inverse document frequency (IDF). The IDF term is 

used for reducing the weight of words that occur in many other documents (and 

therefore not salient for the current document). 

 

The detailed formula for IDF is given below: 

 

 
 

where N is the number of documents in the collection, d is a document and t is a term 

in the document d. 

 

As explained before, the inverse document frequency (IDF) is a mechanism for 

attenuating the effect of terms that occur too often in a collection to be meaningful for 

relevance determination. IDF is measured as the logarithmically scaled inverse fraction 

of the documents that contain the term, obtained by dividing the total number of 

documents by the number of documents containing the term, and then taking the 

logarithm of that quotient. Entity-based IDF models the term as a whole entity (and 

might consist of multiple words). The adapted IDF for entities has been used in related 

work for modeling entity salience [5,16]. 

 

As an example for the benefit of entity-based IDF in the DW article collection, we 

compare how often Angela Merkel and Barack Obama appear in the articles. 
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Angela_Merkel is mentioned in 12.850 documents (up until 24/10/2016), whereas 

Barack_Obama is mentioned in only approximately half of those (6967 documents). 

This can well be explained by the fact that DW is a German-based public broadcaster.  

Another example: Joachim_Sauer and Michelle_Obama only appear in 32 and 52 

articles respectively. This very small portion compared with their famous spouses 

indicates that DW articles are largely factual and do not pay much attention to gossip. 

 

Appearance of an entity in a higher number of documents in a corpus results in a lower 

IDF value, and this depends on the choice of the underlying corpus. For example, the 

IDF score for “Merkel” is only 1.622 in DW articles, whereas in Twitter the IDF is 

3.979; in News: 3.203, in Wikipedia Events: 3.015. By contrast, the IDF score for 

“Obama” in DW articles is 1.903, with comparable values in Twitter: 2.368, News: 

1.994 and Wikipedia Events: 2.100. The comparatively low IDF score for Merkel in DW 

articles indicates that “Merkel” is used more in German media, whereas the overall 

lower IDF scores for “Obama” indicates his prominence in English-language media. 

 

 

 
Figure 4: normalized IDF distribution of entities on DW articles 

 

Figure 4 depicts the normalized IDF distribution over DW articles (141611 entities over 

562,857 documents). It can easily be seen that the distribution follows a power law: 

there is only a small number of prominent entities with a low IDF score (e.g., Angela 
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Merkel); the majority of entities lie in the long tail of „not so important‟ entities in the 

distribution (the high bar at the right of the figure). We see the same behavior in other 

collections (i.e., Twitter, News, DW videos). 

  

 
Table 1: Top-20 persons by IDF in DW articles 

 

In Table 1, we list the top-20 persons ranked by IDF in DW articles as an example of 

salient (measured by IDF) entities. Most of the entities are in the political domain, 

which somehow reflects the perspective of DW, that is political-related. 

4.3 Entity Weighting: Centrality 

Entity centrality and authority are widely studied in natural language processing and 

Information Retrieval related work as a means for understanding the role of the entity 

in a given context. 

 

The main idea of the weighting algorithm is to measure the global authority of the 

entity in the collection. Central entities, those entities with many connections to other 

entities (i.e. that are mentioned together in an article or document), are considered to 

be more authoritative than entities that have only a small number of connections. The 

entity centrality algorithms often fall back on the entity-relation link graphs. We make 

use of two different link-based graphs here: (1) the co-occurrence graph constructed 

over EUMSSI collections and (2) the Wikipedia link graph.  
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Consider, for example, an article about a recent congressional budget debate. Although 

House Speaker John Boehner may be mentioned just once, we know that he is likely 

salient/important, because he is closely related to other entities in the article, such as 

Congress, the Republican Party, and Barack Obama. Furthermore, the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) may be mentioned repeatedly because it 

happened to host a major presidential speech, but it is less related to the story‟s key 

figures and therefore less central to the article‟s point. Our intuition about these 

relationships, mostly not explicit in the document, can be formalized in a local Random 

Walk process on the entity graph.  

 

We describe below the PageRank algorithm and the graphs that are constructed for 

the work. 

 

4.3.1. Pagerank 

The PageRank algorithm is considered as the state-of-the-art algorithm for measuring 

the authority of entities in an entity-based relation graph, where the relation between 

2 entities (e.g., appear together in the same article) are represented as an edge 

between the 2 entity nodes. The PageRank algorithm is proposed by Page et al. [9] 

and is based on a random walk Markov process. At each step, an algorithmic surfer 

either jumps to an arbitrary node or follows one of the out-going edges of the current 

node. The intuition behind PageRank is that the probability that the random surfer will 

follow edges (links) to central, important nodes is much higher than that the surfer will 

visit decentral, unimportant nodes. 

 

Formally, the random walk process of PageRank can be defined as: 

 

 
where P is a transition matrix, Pi at t is the importance score vector of all pages at step 

t, and alpha is the damping factor, which controls how often the surfer jumps to an 

arbitrary node, v is a uniform distribution. The score of a node p at step t can also be 

represented as: 
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where the transition probability P(q,p) can be estimated by: 

 
 

4.3.2. Co-occurrence graph 

Co-occurrence in a corpus is the basic relationship between two entities that can be 

derived from a collection and it is widely used for building an entity-relation graph. The 

co-occurrence features of a pair of entities for modeling their relationship are well-

exploited in related work [12,13,15]. The measure only takes co-occurrences within 

the same corpus into account, which may not be the same in other corpora: for 

example, as we have seen, Angela Merkel appears more often in the DW corpus than 

in English-language articles, and therefore also appears in more co-occurrences. 

 

Co-occurrences can be defined at different levels of granularity (e.g., sentence, 

paragraph). In this work, we define the co-occurrence between two entities as the 

number of times they appear together in a single document. We then construct the co-

occurrence graph over the different EUMSSI collections (DW, Twitter etc.), and 

language-wise (based on the 4 languages i.e., English, German, French and Spanish). 

The authority scores (computed by PageRank) vary significantly over the different 

graphs. 

 
Table 2: statistics of the co-occurrence graph over EUMSSI collections 

 

In Table 2, we show the statistics of the co-occurrence graph over EUMSSI collections. 

All graphs are comparatively dense. News and English DW have the highest density 

and, as expected, has the lowest density (since the documents in this corpus are short 

tweets instead of full articles).   
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Table 3: top-20 most important entities in DW English articles 

 

 

 
Table 4: top-20 most important entities in DW German articles 
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Table 5: top-10 most important persons in DW German and English articles 

 

Table 3 and Table 4 show the top-20 most important entities in DW English and 

German articles respectively. The important score is the PageRank score that is ranked 

over the corresponding graph. We use the default parameters for PageRank (100 

iterations, tolerance rate for convergence equals 1e-06 and jump probability equals 

0.15). Moreover, we show the top-10 most important persons in the two collections for 

further insight. 

 

4.3.3. Wikipedia link-based graph 

 

Wikipedia has seen a meteoric rise in scale and popularity over the last decade. It is 

now the largest, most visited encyclopedia in existence. It is also densely structured: 

its articles are peppered with hundreds of millions of links. In this work, we leverage 

the link-based graph extracted from Wikipedia to provide additional authority 

information about the entities. This has several advantages over the co-occurrence 

graph and is meant to reduce the collection‟s biases over specific topics and the 

coverage (for example, we have seen that Angela Merkel is covered more extensively 

than Barack Obama in German media). The authority accumulated by the link structure 

of Wikipedia guarantees a global measurement over the entity. 
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As is the nature of Wikipedia, an entity can have different/separate pages that all refer 

to it. For example, The United Kingdom is often known as the UK, thus the UK page is 

redirected to it. In order to construct the link graph, we resolve all the redirects 

(meaning e.g., all in-links to UK will point to the United Kingdom page). Eventually, we 

have approximately 4 million nodes in the English Wikipedia graph and 1.7 million 

nodes in the German Wikipedia graph. 

      

 
Table 6: top-20 entities ranked by the PageRank score over the Wikipedia graph 

 

Table 6 shows the top-20 entities, as ranked by the PageRank score, over the English 

Wikipedia graph. Mostly countries are shown in the top-20. World War II and World 

War I also appear high in the rank list, whereas World War II has higher rank than 

World War I, is also an interesting finding PageRank provides. 

 

4.4 Entity Weighting: Popularity 

Page view statistics (or Pageview stats) is a tool available for Wikipedia pages, 

which allows one to see how many people have visited an article during a given time 

period 5. In general, a well-known entity usually gets more pageviews than the obscure 

ones, which implies that the page view frequency also captures the popularity of 

entities [15]. Page view statistics thus have recently been used as an effective 

                                           
5
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Pageview_statistics 
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popularity model in many related works [5,14,15]. Specifically, in [14], the popularity 

ranking is shown to outperform PageRank in the entity search task in DBPedia. 

 

We have collected the pageviews of all entities in English (approx. 4 million) and 

German (approx 1.6 million) Wikipedia from January, 2012 until September, 2015 for 

the task. The popularity weighting is measured as the aggregation (i.e., summary) of 

the page views over the 4 years. In this work, we have not yet accounted for the time 

contextualization of the entities, hence, we do not take time-sensitive popularity into 

account. To penalize the time-sensitive popularity of the entities, the daily pageviews 

are accumulated over the long period (4 years). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Pageview distribution of German Wikipedia 

 

Figure 5 and 6 show the Pageview distribution of entities over German and English 

Wikipedia respectively. The distributions are shown on a log-log scale. It is clearly seen 

that the Pageview distribution follows the power law distribution. 
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Figure 6: Pageview distribution of English Wikipedia 

 

 

Finally, we present in Table 7 the top-10 entities, as ranked by page views for English 

(left) and German (right) Wikipedia. It can be seen that popularity weights (i.e. 

pageviews) bring a different perspective than authority or IDF. It also shows 

differences in the interest in topics - or in the purposes for which Wikipedia is used - 

between different language communities. For English Wikipedia, the entertainment 

resources (e.g., social network platforms, TV-series) dominate the top-10. By contrast, 

in German Wikipedia, general knowledge (e.g., Deutschland, Ukraine) show more often 

in the top-10. As previously described in other Sections, authority and IDF seem to 

favor political-related entities. 
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Table 7: top-10 entities ranked by page views for English (left) and German (right) 

Wikipedia 

 

4.5 Summary 

We have introduced our enrichment component for the entities in this section. The 
enrichment component consists of four different sub-components that employ cross-
language enrichment, entity-based TF-IDF, centrality and popularity weightings. We 
have explained the motivation, the approach and the analysis for each sub-component. 
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5. ENTITY RELATEDNESS METHODS 

 
 
Entity relatedness aims to relate an entity to other entities. Its applications cover a 

wide range of domains, from Web search to contextualization. For instance, when 

search engines like Google and Bing recognize an entity in a user‟s query, they usually 

do not only provide a snippet with information about this entity (e.g., Hillary Clinton), 

but also related entities (e.g., Donald Trump, Barack Obama), typically with the label 

“People also search for:” [18]. A particular envisaged use for discovering related 

entities is the further enrichment of article metadata with even more entities, which 

provides extra context and background information. 

 

In the context of EUMSSI, we have tried different approaches the Entity relatedness 

task, which we explain in this section. However, the results were not conclusive about 

their potential usefulness for the demonstrators. Therefore, we decided not to 

integrate our experiments into the platform. For the sake of completeness, in this 

section we document the approaches we experimented with. 

 

The main sources that are commonly used for finding related entities are general-

purpose knowledge bases (e.g., Wikipedia), specific corpora (e.g., news archives) and 

user feedback (e.g., query logs, posts in social media).  A recent work [2] attempts to 

combine the last two together to model the different types of relations between an 

entity pair (e.g., different than only friendship) and by that propose an effective 

personalized (and also global) entity recommendation. 

 

Most of the related works employ link-based methods on the entity-relation graph that 

is extracted from the underlying corpus. The relations between entities are usually 

expressed  as similarity weights between entity pairs. These similarity weights may be 

temporal-based, topic-based, or based on co-occurrences. As the entity-relation graphs 

are often very large in size, and because the complexity of the algorithms are high 

(often of quadratic space and cubic pre-computation time), Tong et al [3] propose a 

„fast‟ approach to measure the distance between nodes in a huge graph by running 

their specific implementation of a Random Walk with Restart in the graph. RWR is also 

a state-of-the-art method for discovering related entities or entity recommendation 
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problems [10,11]. The entity recommendation is also applied on the stream [1] and for 

personalization [2]. 

 

The main motivation of the work was the intuition that related entities are useful for 

two different purposes: 

(1) Shorten a long list of related entities in a context with many involved entities. If 

one would get a long list of related entities for a broad topic, a relatedness 

measure can be used for ranking the entities and to only select the top-k that 

are most relevant for the topic or entity at hand. 

(a) Example: “Those who run for US president are expected to pledge their 

support for Israel.” - in DW, date 18.04.2016 

(b) Related entities to US president are ranked by relevance to the topical 

context of „US presidential election‟ and temporal context of „2016‟ 

(c) Top entities: Hillary Clinton, Donald Trump are the entities to be shown 

first, selected from a long list of presidential candidates. 

(2) Extend the short list of entities in the context by related entities with respect to  

the context. 

(a) Example: “Republican front-runner Donald Trump has been projected to 

win most of New York's delegates.” - in DW, date 20.04.2016 

(b) The only entity mentioned here is Donald Trump, however it‟s good to 

see who he is winning over. We found these entities that related to the 

context `Republican‟ and `New York‟s delegates‟: Ted Cruz and  John 

Kasich.  

 

In general, there are two main scenarios in which different selections of related entities 

can be exploited. The first scenario is when one aims to find related entities without a 

given context, such as for “Donald Trump” in general (in this case “Hillary Clinton” 

would arguably be the most related entity at the moment of writing). The second 

scenario aims to find those entities that are most relevant in a given context (such as a 

newspaper article). In the second example above, in the context of “Republican front-

Runners”, “Ted Cruz” and “John Kasich” are probably more meaningful and relevant. 

We discuss methods for both scenarios in the next two subsections. 
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5.1 Entities Relatedness without Context 

For the related entities finding methods without context, we investigate the state-of-

the-art method, Random walk with Restart, which was first introduced in [3]. 

 

Random Walk with Restart (RWR) is a state-of-the-art algorithm for finding related 

entities on the entity graph [3,10,11]. RWR can propagate information along the edges 

and provide a relatedness measure between indirectly connected nodes. The 

probability value in the stationary distribution can be viewed as the interestingness 

these target entities have on each entity in the graph, with higher value indicates 

higher relatedness between each entity and target entities. The main difference of 

RWR with the normal Random walk (e.g., the one used in PageRank) is that whereas 

in the normal Random Walk the jump probability is equally distributed between nodes, 

the starting node in RWR takes the full probability. 

 

The random walk starts with an initial distribution6 over the nodes in the graph, 

propagating the distribution to adjacent vertices proportionally, until convergence.  The 

main issue for applying the algorithm is hence, the computation cost. The edge 

between any two entities can be modeled as different similarity weights. In this work, 

we calculate them as the co-occurrence frequency of the 2 entities in a document over 

the collection. 

 

Table 8 and 9 demonstrate the top-10 related entities for Angela Merkel in DW German 

and English articles respectively. Due to the limited size and the specific focus of the 

DW corpus, the related entities to Angela Merkel do make sense, but seem to be very 

general (e.g., Deutschland, Germany). Also, the English-language articles seem to be 

focused on the history of Germany (as exemplified by the entities Nazi_Germany and 

Weimar_Republic).  

 

                                           
6
  initial probability distribution over states in the Markov chain. 
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Table 7: top-10 related entities for ‘Angela Merkel’ in DW German Articles, using 

RWR with tolerance score = 10e-4 

 

 

 
 

Table 8: top-10 related entities for ‘Angela Merkel’ in DW English Articles, using 

RWR with tolerance score = 10e-4 
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We also calculate the entity relatedness measurements over the English and German  

Wikipedia and the results of the top-10 are shown in Table 9. There we can see that 

the results are more specific and current than in the Deutsche Welle corpus. 

Bundeskanzler (Deutschland) or the federal chancellor of Germany is ranked first in 

German Wikipedia, that is directly related to the current position of Angela Merkel in 

German government. In addition, more related persons to Angela Merkel also appear 

in the top-10. 

 

It might be counter-intuitive that a general corpus like Wikipedia delivers more specific 

and more current entity relations than a corpus of recent articles. However, this can be 

explained by the larger size and the more factual focus of Wikipedia articles. 

 

 
 

Table 9: top-10 related entities for ‘Angela Merkel’ in German and English 

Wikipedia, using RWR with tolerance score = 10e-4 
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5.2 Entity Relatedness with Context  

For finding or recommending related entities given a context (e.g., topics and other 

entities mentioned in an article) , we leverage again an external knowledge base (i.e., 

Wikipedia), as follows [7]. We show an overview of the recommendation pipeline in 

Figure 7. There are 3 important components that are listed below: 

 

 
 

Figure 7: the system pipeline for context-based entity relatedness 

 

 

1. Focused Subgraph Construction: mapping the selected entity S and 

context C to the (limited number of) nodes in the Knowledge Graph 

(Wikipedia). 

2. Personalized Random Walk (RW): retrieves relevant entities with S and 

C as prior by assigning higher probability to closely and densely 

connected nodes. 

3. Context-Selection Betweenness: calculate to what extent an entity/node 

candidate can be a bridge between S and C. 

 

The work is useful for enriching a document with more related entities than the entities 

that are already mentioned in the document. In contrast to the without-context 

method, this method starts not only with the entity S itself, but also with the entities 

belonging to the context C. For example, a document that reports about the recent 

debate between Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton can be extended with Lord Alan 
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Sugar and First Lady Michelle Obama, as the two criticized Donald Trump on his earlier 

remarks about women7. The Context-Selection-Between-ness component creates a 

subgraph of entities that relate to the context of Donald Trump‟s remark and 

contribute to the suggestion of the related entities. 

 

5.3 Summary 

 
In this section, we have presented the approaches for finding related entities: one 
without a given context and one with a given context. We have shown the use cases 
for the entity relatedness, explained the state-of-the-art approaches that we 
experiment on. Last but not least, we provide a discussion on the preliminary results 
we have for the entity relatedness without context work. 

 

  

                                           
7
 http://www.dw.com/en/trump-under-fire-for-lewd-locker-room-talk-about-women/a-35994685 
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6. CONNECTING TO THE END-USER APPLICATIONS 

 
 
As discussed in more detail in D6.5, the Second Screen is an application that provides 

more background information and pub-quiz like questions without distracting the user 

too much from the program broadcast on the first, primary screen. The second screen 

is targeted at the end user, enriching the user experience with content that is related 

to the video-on-demand that the user is currently watching.  

 

The semantic enrichment can be used for improving the performance of the second 

screen in several ways. Particularly, we employ semantic enrichment for the question 

generation component for providing „competitive‟ options for the false/wrong answers. 

 

 
Figure 8: an example of question generations for the entity Turkey 
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Figure 8 shows two questions generated for the entity Turkey. The first question is 

about the name of its capital city and the second one is about its currency. In order to 

generate  fair alternatives, the false answer cannot be too obvious or too well-known 

(which can be determined by popularity weight). For example, the Pound in the second 

question is too well-known to be a credible false answer, in contrast to the Bulgarian 

Lev. In addition, as Turkey and Bulgaria are neighboring countries, the Personalized 

PageRank could also have been used for finding related countries and currencies - as 

an alternative for the distance-based method that is currently used in the second 

screen demonstrator.  
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7. CONCLUSIONS  

 
 
In this deliverable, we have presented our work on entity enrichment, which aims at 

adding additional metadata to the detected entities. This, in general, provides users 

and algorithms with extra information about the entities, so as to broaden the context 

in which the entities appear.  

 

We enrich the entities with cross-language references, which does not only allow users 

to find background information in their native language, but also to discover and 

employ additional information extracted from the descriptions in other languages. We 

also provide different indicators of the entity‟s importance and relevance, based on the 

frequency of occurrence, the centrality of these entities and the popularity of the 

entities in terms of pageviews in Wikipedia. 

 

We demonstrated the benefits of semantic enrichment with the question generation 

task of the Second Screen demo that is presented in WP6 and provided directions on 

how to exploit the enriched entities in other parts of the EUMSSI framework. 
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